Precision and accuracy of the 3dMD photogrammetric system in craniomaxillofacial application.
In modern anthropometry of such complex structures as the face, three-dimensional scanning techniques have become more and more common. Before establishing them as a criterion standard, however, meticulous evaluation of their precision and accuracy under both ideal and clinical circumstances is essential. Potential sources of error need to be identified and addressed. Under ideal circumstances, a phantom is used to examine the precision and accuracy of the 3dMD system. A clinical setting is simulated by varying different parameters such as angle, distance, and system reregistration, as well as data evaluation under different levels of magnification. The handling of the system was unproblematic in matters of data acquisition and data analysis. It was very reliable, with a mean global error of 0.2 mm (range, 0.1-0.5 mm) for mannequin head measurements. Neither the position of the head nor that of the camera influenced these parameters. New referencing of the system did not influence precision and accuracy. The precision and accuracy of the tested system are more than sufficient for clinical needs and greater than those of other methods, such as direct anthropometry and two-dimensional photography. The evaluated system can be recommended for evaluation and documentation of the facial surface and could offer new opportunities in reconstructive, orthognathic, and craniofacial surgery.